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NEW QUESTION: 1
What type of data does data rights management (DRM) protect?
A. PII
B. Healthcare
C. Financial
D. Consumer
Answer: D
Explanation:
DRM applies to the protection of consumer media, such as music,
publications, video, movies, and soon.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You administer Windows 8.1 Enterprise computers in an Active
Directory domain. Your company has purchased a subscription to
Windows Intune.
Users access a Microsoft Exchange environment by using the Mail
tile. The Microsoft Exchange environment is connected to
Windows Intune. Company security policy defines the minimum
length of passwords and required encryption settings.
You need to create a Windows Intune policy that meets the
security policy requirements.
What should you do?
A. Create a new Windows Intune Mobile Security policy.
B. Create a new Windows Intune Center Settings policy.
C. Create a new Windows Intune Agent Settings policy.
D. Create a new Windows Firewall Settings policy.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
An application that generates auto insurance quotes allows
users to add a substitute transportation reimbursement option
to their coverage. Users who add this option are required to
select one of three reimbursement levels:
- Up to $10/day
- Up to $25/day
- Up to $50/day
You must configure a form to add a check box that allows users
to select the substitute transportation reimbursement option.
Users selecting this option are presented with three
reimbursement levels as a set of radio buttons, similar to the
following example.
Which type of decision rule do you configure to test whether
the user has selected the substitute transportation
reimbursement option?
A. Decision tree
B. Decision table
C. Map value

D. When rule
Answer: D
Explanation:
Reference
https://pdn.pega.com/comparing-decision-tree-decision-table-and
-map-value-rule-types/comparing-decision-tree-decision
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A. Tetemetry.Context.Cloud.Rolelnstance
B. Telemetry.Id
C. Telemetry.Context.Operation.Id
D. Telemetry.ContextSession.Id
E. Telemetry.Name
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/app/custom
-operations-tracking Explanation:
Example:
public async Task Enqueue(string payload)
{
// StartOperation is a helper method that initializes the
telemetry item
// and allows correlation of this operation with its parent and
children.
var operation =
telemetryClient.StartOperation&lt;DependencyTelemetry&gt;("enqu
eue " + queueName); operation.Telemetry.Type = "Azure Service
Bus"; operation.Telemetry.Data = "Enqueue " + queueName; var
message = new BrokeredMessage(payload);
// Service Bus queue allows the property bag to pass along with
the message.
// We will use them to pass our correlation identifiers (and
other context)
// to the consumer.
message.Properties.Add("ParentId", operation.Telemetry.Id);
message.Properties.Add("RootId",

operation.Telemetry.Context.Operation.Id); Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/app/custom
-operations-tracking
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